Abstract-Fine granularity scalability (FGS) is the latest video-coding tool provided in Amendment 2 of the MPEG-4 standard. By taking advantage of bitplane coding of DCT residues, the compressed bitstream can be truncated at any location to support the finest rate scalability in the enhancement layer. However, both frame buffer scanning several times in bitplane decoding and frame duplication simultaneously for base and enhancement layer decoding make FGS difficult in its implementation. In this paper, we propose a corresponding pair of efficient streaming schedule and pipeline decoding architecture to deal with the prescribed problems. The design may be applied to the case of streaming stored FGS videos and benefit FGS-related applications.
I. INTRODUCTION

F
INE granularity scalability (FGS) [1] - [3] is the latest video compression technique provided in Amendment 2 of the MPEG-4 standard [4] , [5] . By coding bitplane residues of DCT coefficients [6] , [7] , FGS can support the finest data cutoff in the enhancement layer. It can also provide two extra functions: frequency weight and selective enhancement, which augments the possibility of coded picture-quality improvement of the encoding process.
FGS is believed to be an excellent technique suitable for applying to the bandwidth-varying network (such as the Internet) or bandwidth-sharing environments [8] . For example, in the case of a modern set-top box, video on-demand (VOD) service [9] is provided over a quality of service (QoS) guaranteed network (such as xDSL), while Internet access or phone service can also be activated at the same time. This means that bandwidth is shared and the available quantity for VOD transmission varies with time. Fig. 1 depicts possible bit-rate assignments for some basic services in a certain period of time. In this situation, FGS results in good performance because it has the best ability to make use of the remaining bit rates for improving video quality at any instance. Fig. 2 presents a comparison of the abilities to adapt available bit rate to a given application for multiple-layer coding and FGS coding. From Fig. 2 , it is clear that FGS can always make full use of the available bandwidth.
However, several problems have to be faced during the FGS implementation. First, although less computation is one of the targets in the original FGS design, the limited speed of Manuscript Bit-rate adaptation to the multiple-layer coding and the FGS. Two configurations of multiple-layer coding are assumed: 1) 600 kbits/s for the base stream and each additional stream of enhancement layer occupies 300 kbits/s and 2) 600 kbits/s for the base stream and each additional stream of enhancement layer occupies 200 kbits/s. FGS base layer is also set to 600 kbits/s. Obviously, the enhancement layer stream for FGS can always adapt to the total bit rate.
the bitplane decoding handicaps it in real-time applications. The penalty comes mainly from bitplane decoding's need for accessing large frame buffer several times. Second, the enhancement data of the referable frames (like I or P) needs to be queued up until the moment that the corresponding decoded frames in the base layer no longer need to be referenced. This queuing process will enlarge the size of the decoding buffers required for storing the enhancement data. Third, additional operations of frame buffer duplication will be introduced if we want to perform base-layer prediction and reconstruct enhanced video simultaneously. Fourth, the unbalanced computation load, which is problematic for hardware designers, may occur if the pipeline of layer decoding is not designed well. All of these will limit FGS to be applied to real applications or, at least, increase the corresponding hardware cost. In this paper, we address some methods to overcome the abovementioned problems. We first present a parallel architecture to speed up the process of bitplane decoding in Section II. In Section III, we introduce the proposed decoding timeslots for base and enhancement layers and the corresponding on-demand streaming schedules for stored videos, which will effectively remove some overheads between the two layers. A refined FGS decoding architecture, which has integrated all the proposed methods together, is presented in Section IV. Some performance evaluations are also done there. Finally, we conclude this write-up and address our future research topics in Section V.
II. MULTIPLE-WAY BITPLANE DECODING
In the case of VOD applications, video sources are always available in advance. Thus, contents can be processed and encoded prudently and then stored for providing streaming services. In general streaming scenarios, the compressed bitstreams are sent from server to clients via certain networks. To cope with the variation of network bandwidth, network buffers residing at client sides are often used and a short delay (of several-frames period) will be introduced. In most of the networked video applications, users may tolerate such a short delay. The corresponding pair of efficient streaming schedule and pipeline decoding architecture we addressed, in this paper, is designed under this basic assumption.
The kernel of FGS is the bitplane coding for the quantized error of DCT coefficients in the base layer. Because the finest rate scalability is inherent in bitplane coding, it is given the name FGS. However, to provide better picture quality, the bit order of a compressed stream should be arranged according to an appropriate perceptual criterion. Thus, the element that improves video quality most should be put in front of the others. In general, the most significant bitplanes of all macroblocks in one frame are put first and then the second significant ones. Due to this preference, an additional image-sized buffer for storing the refined residues must be included and several times of circular buffer-access are required to accumulate the final sum. Such a requirement forces the CPU to acquire the buffer frequently. Unfortunately, it is impossible for most of the CPUs to put all the refined bitplane residues into their cache systems, especially when the frame size is large. A cache miss will happen throughout the process of each bitplane scanning and it will seriously degrade the decoding performance.
To prevent the bitplane decoding from becoming the bottleneck of the whole FGS decoding process, speeding up this component is a must. In order to reduce the frequency of cache misses, a multiple-way decoding strategy is proposed. The basic idea of this strategy is to treat all the decoding processes on a macroblock(MB)-basis. That means all processes for one MB including bitplane VLC decoding, partial refinements accumulation, IDCT, and zero motion compensation, are done together and then proceed to the next MB. This MB-based decoding leads to high data locality, so that cache miss frequency can be largely reduced.
To this end, all residual refinements of coefficients belonging to one MB must be decoded and summed up synchronously before doing IDCT. In the design, we first queue up the receiving enhancement data of one frame (see Fig. 3 ) into the decoding buffer and start decoding when all of them are received. During this process, we find the beginning of each bitplane in the transmitted bitstream and feed each segment of bitstream to individual VLC decoders. All decoders are designed to process independently, like separate processing units. They are controlled to synchronize when they finish decoding one macroblock. In this way, not only can the full image-sized buffer be saved, but multiple frame buffer accesses are also eliminated. It follows that memory traffic can be much reduced, while only one-frame delay comes along.
In the FGS syntax, there exists a bitplane startcode before the bitplane data of each layer. Resynch markers (RS) are designed and inserted for the purpose of synchronization. In making bit-streams error resilient when transmitted over error-prone networks, it is suggested to align or put either bitplane startcodes or RS at the beginning of network packets or frames. This arrangement helps us to segment bitplane efficiently by just checking the first few bytes of network packets. It is clear that the proposed algorithm has been designed to take the prescribed arrangement.
For local file accesses, the MPEG-4 file format [10] is designed to store media data as well as metadata. In the video track, the size and offset of all access units are indexed; therefore, we can put the index of the bitplane start position into the file as well.
III. ON-DEMAND STREAMING AND DECODING SCHEDULING
The rule of using FGS technique is to make the base-layer stream carry the basic acceptable video quality and give it the top priority for transmission. Whenever there is extra bandwidth available, the server will push the greatest possible amount of corresponding enhancement data to the client and therefore, the video quality will be improved accordingly. To realize this concept, all the base-layer data should be delivered safely and punctually and all the enhancement data (in FGS) are coded without performing any interlayer prediction (between neighboring FGS-VOPs) so that the drift problem (due to loss of enhancement data) will not occur. However, to keep coding efficiency, the prediction performed between neighboring base-layer VOPs is heavily referred to. The possible dependency graph among all access units in FGS is given in Fig. 4 . All FGS-VOPs depend only on their corresponding base-layer VOPs. In general decoding procedure, the base layer of the first frame is decoded, followed by its corresponding enhancement layer and then the base layer of the next frame. In this case, we cannot immediately reuse the decoded frame buffer of the base layer when enhancement layer reconstruction is activated. This is because the frame of the base layer is needed to be referenced by later frames. Thus, additional frame duplication is required, even if only a few bitplane residues are given. To avoid this overhead, we modify the decoding architecture by introducing an extra delay of several frames. In the refinement schedule, the enhancement-layer decoding will be delayed until the buffer is no longer required for base-layer prediction. At that moment, the buffer can be reused and the frame buffer duplication is eliminated.
To coordinate the proposed decoding schedule, the streaming schedule is also modified to save the required decoding buffer. Because the decoding of the enhancement layer has been postponed from one to several frames, it need not deliver both layers of one frame at the same time. An efficient streaming schedule is to send data at the moment that the client really needs to use it. Thus, the refined schedule is to deliver the enhancement data in display order after a delay of several frames.
Combining the techniques mentioned above, we represent the streaming and decoding schedules in Figs. 5 and 6. In the design, we build a decoding pipeline as depicted in Fig. 7 . The three major stages in the pipeline are: base-layer decoding, enhancement layer decoding and display. All buffers are initially put into the pool. The buffer is assigned to the first stage when it is requested and forwarded to the next stage for further processing. If there are no backward predicted frames in the base-layer streams, Fig. 5 shows the corresponding timeslot assignments for transmission, decoding and display. The figure shows that two periods of delay have been introduced. Transmission delay between two layers of a stream is designated to frame-buffer reuse, while the decoding delay of enhancement stream benefits the multiway bitplane decoding. To explain the behavior of each stage further, we give an example here. After starting receiving streams, the base-layer decoder receives the first frame and starts decoding in the first time unit. In the second time unit, the base-layer decoder continues to decode the second frame by referring to the first decoded frame. The FGS decoder receives the first enhancement frame at this instance and searches for the startcode of each bitplane. In the third time unit, the base-layer decoder transfers the nonused first frame to the enhancement-layer decoder and the enhanced picture is reconstructed by decoding the queued FGS bitstream. Finally, the enhancement frame is then sent to the display module immediately. In this example, the proposed decoding pipeline requires only three-frame buffers and two frames of decoding delay to complete the whole task.
If B-frame coding is used in the base layer, the referable frames (such as I or P frames) have to be kept longer for several more time units. In the case, ( )-frame buffers and ( )-frame delay are required, while " " denotes the maximum number of consecutive frames between neighboring referable frames. In the case of a large number of consecutive frames, the buffer requirement becomes unacceptable. It may be better to duplicate the frame buffer instead of introducing the delay. Thus, the server side may trade off between these two merits after analyzing the content. It then negotiates with the client and, finally, decides whether the on-demand scheduling is applied.
IV. REFINED FGS DECODING ARCHITECTURE AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The conceptual FGS decoding diagram specified in MPEG-4 is depicted in Fig. 8(a) . We modify it by integrating the multiway Fig. 5 . Streaming and decoding schedules for nonbackward-prediction streams. Transmission of FGS data is delayed for a one-frame interval to provide base-layer prediction for the next frame. FGS decoding is delayed for another one-frame interval for multiple-way bitplane decoding. bitplane decoding and the rescheduled layer decoding into the original approach. In the new diagram as shown in Fig. 8(b) , a delay unit is added to the streaming process or to the preprocess of enhancement layer decoding. Combined with the startcode-finding and the multiple VLD components, a fast bitplane decoder can be constructed. Frame buffers are shared among all stages of decoding processes and static mechanism has been devised to select correct or free buffers.
We have implemented a near-realtime software decoder on a PC to simulate the pipeline process of our design. In our simulation, decoding processes of base-layer and enhancement-layer streams are operated on through different threads, while the tasks of display and color space conversion are done by using a hardware accelerator. The multiway bitplane decoding and the re-scheduled layer decoding are implemented to compare with the original versions. For evaluation, some high-quality video clips are converted to MPEG-4 compliant bitstreams according to the streaming video profile. Each video is encoded into two layered streams: one for base-layer pictures (base VOPs) and another for quality enhancement pictures (FGS-VOPs). To understand the impact of the proposed methods, different resolutions of the video clips have been encoded and evaluated in our experiments. The average time-spends for decoding a single FGS-VOP with different bit rates are shown in Tables I  and II . Moreover, the corresponding speed-up gained from the proposed approach is also included. We depict the time-spend versus bit rate plots of the original and proposed methods, in Fig. 9 , conducted in all evaluations. It is observed that when the bit rate of one VOP increases, the corresponding decoding time increases, too. In all statistics, the first configuration, which adopted the multiway bitplane decoding, always performs faster than the original one, while the second configuration, which combined the first configuration with the re-scheduled layer Tables I and II. decoding, performs even faster. We can see from Tables I and II that the two configurations decrease the average decoding time by about 15 30% and 20% 40%, respectively. Besides, the performance gain is dramatic when the original quantity of FGS-VOP is low. It meets the condition of VOD services that the data quantity of FGS streams is smaller than that of base streams.
Making the designed pipeline proceed smoothly from one stage to another is an important task for hardware implementation. Hence, it is important to balance the computational loads among all decoding stages. In a general scenario, the first stage, base-layer decoding, is the most time-consuming process. Therefore, the period for decoding a FGS-VOP should not exceed the period for decoding a base-layer VOP. It is believed that speeding up enhancement layer decoding will increase the ability to handle higher quantities of compressed data.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
FGS is an attractive coding technique for streaming applications. In this paper, we addressed an efficient pipeline structure for streaming scheduling, base-layer decoding, enhancement-layer FGS (bitplane) decoding, and video display. To re- move the bottleneck of cache traffic, multiple-way decoding process and frame duplication elimination are carried out. The resulting decoding process can effectively utilize the frame buffers. All these will speed up the whole pipeline, especially for the stage of bitplane decoding. In our software simulation, about 20% 40% performance gain can be obtained. Our work gives some guidelines for the people who are interested in FGS related applications. For hardware designers, the proposed pipeline architecture is a suitable reference for designing the corresponding chip sets. For software programmers, our proposal indicates how to achieve complexity balancing at any moment. And, for streaming providers, our work gives the foundation for dealing with the issues of traffic balance and multicast.
